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Abstract. Certain constraints are explicitly specified for the validity of a

recent result involving a multivariate generating function, due to the present

authors [1, p. 369, Theorem 6]. It is also indicated how this result can be

further generalized. {See Theorem 6* below.}

It should be pointed out that Theorem 6 (p. 369) of [1] holds as stated if and

only if

(t) À,. = À   and   qj = q,   V/ G {1,...,r),

where X is an arbitrary constant, real or complex, and q is a positive integer.

In general, however, for arbitrary complex parameters Xx, ...,Xr, and

arbitrary positive integers qx, ..., qr, not necessarily all equal as in equation

(t) above, Theorem 6 should be replaced by

Theorem 6*. Let the parameters a, ß and Xx.Xr, and the coefficients

C(kx,..., kr), kj; > 0, V/' G {1,..., r}, be arbitrary complex numbers indepen-

dent of n. Also let the sequence of polynomials

AÍa,/3)[A1(... ,Xr; qx,... ,qr;zx.z,]

be defined by equation (40) on p. 369 of [ 1 ] for n = 0, 1,2.and for arbitrary

positive integers qx, ..., qr, independent of n.

Then

(41*)
5           a         (a + (ß + l)n\  {aS) „

£Qa + (ß+l)n{ n )An     IV" .*>.«..«r*.'J

= (1 + w)aH*[a,ß;zx(-w)q>(l + w)\... ,zr(-wf(l + w)X'],
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where w is a function of t defined by equation (8) on,    i 6i of [ I ], and

H*[a,ß;ux.ur]

(42*)
co a

= kl,.^oa + (ß+l)Q(k) + A(k)C(kx' • • ' '*>"' * ' ' "''*

with, for convenience,

(43)     ß(k) - $,*, + • • • + qrkr   and   A(k) == A,fc, + • • • + Xrkr.

Remark. Evidently, in the general case considered in [1], the above

equations (41*) and (42*) would replace our earlier relationships (41) and (42),

respectively.
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